
    This comprehensive seminar introduces 
all the pieces of Language Arts: Reading 

Comprehension, Written Response, 
Editing and Revision. Now imagine a 

teacher training in which the whole circle, 
the Full Circle, is addressed! That's exactly 

what you will find in the in-person Full Circle Language Arts
Teach BIG training! Then, add to all of that the motivational

piece that ties it all together which leads into Research and
Inquiry! We aren't kidding! It can all be accomplished in a 2-day

training! The first day is teaching all of the information, and the
second day is learning how to implement it within a classroom

setting. If teachers desire deeper training in any of the Language
Arts aspects, we also offer virtual courses, in-person trainings,
and Zoom trainings in every area mentioned above. Guess what?
Teachers even receive CPE credit for all three types of delivery.

With so many ways to obtain the best training in the world, why
wait any longer? Join our circle of friends and call us today to

see how we can help your campus! May the circle be unbroken!

Day 1
Arrival time 10-10:30 – settle into your cabin
11:00-11:45 - lunch together
12:00-2:30 - begin training
2:30-2:45 - snack/break
2:45-5:00 – resume training
5:00-5:30 - time in cabin
5:30-6:30 - fun activity around ranch (outside
chairs will be provided to watch, or this can be
extra time in your cabin)
6:30-7:00 – buggy ride on trails through the
piney woods
7:00-8:00 - dinner
8:00-9:30 - Fireside Chat around the campfire or
Desserts in the Diner (each group will decide
which they would like) with Randi to talk about
teaching reading and writing.

Day 2
8:30-9:15 - breakfast
9:30-11:15 - start training
11:30-12:15 - lunch
12:30-1:45 - resume training
1:45-2:00 - snack/break
2:00-4:00 – Finish up the best training of your
life!
4:00 - release to go home – start counting down
to when you can come back to the Teach BIG
Ranch Retreat!

Full Circle
Language Arts

Meet your full circle Language
arts instructor

Randi
Whitney

Sample Agenda

Teacher Inservices 
 at the Ranch

Home of the Writing Academy & Tap and Think Reading

Teach Big

Contact
281-549-4466

565 CR 2075, Crockett, TX, 75835
www.teachbig.com

Editing and
revising

Tackle the objective section of assessments head-on! We will

bring sentence structure and grammar rules to life. Participants
will explore tactile-kinesthetic games that help students learn and

internalize the difference between simple, compound, and

complex sentences. They will explore parts of speech like never
before all the while building a firm knowledge base for grammar.
Follow that with successful strategies to tackle revising questions
and a variety of answer choices such as R.O.C.K. (Repeats, Offs,
Connections, and Knowledge). Add all of this greatness to a true
understanding of sequence and you'll have the most fun you've
ever had teaching Revising! These learning games will be followed
by how to apply this to the assessment short answer responses,
and day-to-day writing. 

FULL CIRCLE TRAINING INCLUDES READING COMPREHENSION!



TRAINING AT THE RANCH 

Send up to 29 people for Full Circle Language Arts
training, delicious food, bonding activities, and

lodging! 

   Remember summer camp as a kid?
Why can’t you experience that feeling
again along with top-notch Language

Arts Training? We are offering 
all-inclusive trainings for teachers at

our ranch in Crockett, TX! It’s half
way between Houston and Dallas.

Think of a night in an air-conditioned
cabin with friends combined with the
outdoors and personalized training

for your team!
 

JUNE 15-16: FULL CIRCLE     ADD-ON DATE: JUNE 17
JUNE 22-23: FULL CIRCLE     ADD-ON DATE: JUNE 24

JUNE 29-30: EDITING & REVISING      ADD-ON DATE: JULY 1
JULY 13-14: EDITING & REVISING     ADD-ON DATE: JULY 15

JULY 27-28: FULL CIRCLE     ADD-ON DATE: JULY 29

SUMMER 2022 AVAILBALE DATES

What's the cost?
2 teachers = $1000/each
3 teachers= $700/each

4-6 teachers = $500/ each
7-8 teachers = $450/each 

Here are more exciting details that are INCLUDED in
the cost:

One overnight stay in cabin
One dinner

One breakfast (eggs, hash browns, biscuits, bacon)
Two lunches (Day 1 and Day 2)

4 snacks (chocolate-covered strawberries, 

and 3 surprise snacks)

T-Shirt

Trail Rides in Buggies

Bonding Activities: Each week's group will choose which

one they would like- bean bag toss, horseshoes, kickball,

more trail riding, volleyball- keep in mind that none of

these are required and are all in fun- no experts allowed!

Cabins available 

We even offer our Ranch Retreat
lodging, food, and bonding

activities where you provide your

own training material. This is
GREAT for bonding a new team,
motivating a returning team, or

providing a change of scenery for
any team!

Use this for your annual back-to-

school training, a Fall Retreat, a

Spring Fling, or a Summer Break! 

You have the freedom to choose

your own dates!

 
Babe Ruth- 

5 Participants (1RR)
Willie Mays- 

10 Participants (2RR)

Johnny Bench- 
5 Participants (1RR)

Nolan Ryan- 
9 Participants (2RR)

NEW THIS SUMMER!!!

Make the brain-to-computer connection through
this make-and-take experience! This optional 

add-on day of your ranch retreat will facilitate
teaching students how to use all of their knowledge

and strategies when moving from paper to
computer-based assessment. This add-on includes

your extra night stay, food, make-and-take
materials, and training.

$200.00 PER PERSON


